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Planck tension on !" between CMB and SZ

CMB

SZ

!" ≃ 0.82 ± 0.02
Planck 2013 results XVI

!" ≃ 0.77 ± 0.02
Planck 2013 results XX

Planck 2015 results XXII

Planck 2013 results XX

• Incompleteness of ΛCDM model?
Evidence for massive neutrinos?

• Incorrect “mass-bias” between SZ gas and dark matter? 
Hydrodynamical simulations predict: ./01 / .3045607784 = 1 − < = 0.8

• Miscalibrated SZ analysis by neglecting relativistic corrections?
Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba 2018



Some facts (1/2)

• So far, relativistic corrections to thermal SZ effect have always been 
neglected in any cosmological data analysis (e.g. Planck)

• The SZ spectral signature adopted for the extraction of Compton-!
parameter has always been the non-relativistic limit:

"# $ = & '()* &
+ − - where & ≡ /$

01234

• This is equivalent to saying that the electron gas temperature of all 
galaxy clusters is 15 ≃ # keV!

Sunyaev & Zeldovich (1972)
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Some facts (2/2)

• But galaxy clusters are massive, therefore have hot temperatures:

!"# ≃ % &'( )* + + - . + )/
0%11

.× +1+3 45+0⨀

7/.

“Temperature-Mass relation”

• So the true SZ spectrum must be different from the non-relativistic limit 
assumed in Planck SZ analysis 

→ Miscalibration of Compton-: parameter signal

• While relativistic corrections might be negligible on individual clusters 
at Planck sensitivity, they become in fact relevant on an ensemble of 
clusters: power spectrum, cluster number counts

Arnaud et al 2005
Reichert et al 2011
Erler et al 2018



Relativistic temperature corrections 
to the thermal SZ effect

In hot galaxy clusters, relativistic corrections to
the thermal SZ effect should be accounted for:

!"#$ %, ' = )(%, +,) .('; +,)
= )0 % + 2 %, +, .('; +,)

• )0 % : non-relativistic spectrum at 34 ≃ 0 keV:

• signal of interest: Compton-7 parameter

. '; +, ≃ 8+ ∫:, ;+, <(')=>? @<(')

+, ≠ 0 BCD

The spectral signature of SZ emission from galaxy clusters 
changes with the electron gas temperature



Relativistic corrections to the SZ spectrum

Planck’s 
assumption:
!" ≃ 0 keV

%&'( ), + = -(), /0) 2(+)

The spectral signature of SZ emission from galaxy clusters 
changes with the electron gas temperature



Relativistic corrections to the SZ spectrum
!"#$ %, ' = )(%, +,) .(')

Planck’s 
assumption:
/0 ≃ 0 keV

+, ↗

ü Relativistic temperature corrections reduce the overall intensity 
at fixed Compton-. parameter

ü Assuming the non-relativistic spectrum )4 % for cosmological SZ 
analysis leads to an underestimation of the Compton-. parameter



SZ Compton-! signal reconstruction: ILC

" #, % = '( # )* % +,(#, %)

• ILC = weighted linear combination of frequency maps: 

/* % = ∑#1 # " #, %

such that 8 /*
9 = 1: "": 1 minimum
∑#1 # '( # = >

• ILC weights : 1: = '(: ?@>
'(: ?@>'(

(? ≡ "": )

⟹ /* % = )*(%) +)1:,
Planck 2015 results XXII

'( #

A&A 594, A22 (2016)
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Fig. 3. A small region of the reconstructed Planck all-sky Compton parameter maps for NILC (left) and MILCA (right) at intermediate Galactic
latitudes in the southern sky centred at (0�,�45�) in Galactic coordinates. The colour scale is in units of y ⇥ 106.
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Fig. 4. In-scan and cross-scan contributions in the NILC (top line) and MILCA (bottom line) y-maps in Compton parameter units times 106. From
left to right we present the original y-maps, and their in and cross scan contributions for a small region at intermediate Galactic latitudes in the
southern sky centred at (0�,�45�) in Galactic coordinates.
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Miscalibrated Compton-! signal reconstruction

" #, % = ' #, () *+ % + -(#, %)

• ILC = weighted linear combination of frequency maps: 

0+ % = ∑#2 # " #, %

such that 9 0+
: = 2; ""; 2 minimum
∑#2 # '? # = @

• ILC weights : 2; = '?; AB@
'?; AB@ '?

(A ≡ ""; )

⟹ 0+ % = '?; AB@ ' ()
'?; AB@ '?

+ % + 2;-
Planck 2015 results XXII

' #, ()
≠

'?(#)
Planck frequency 

data 
signal 

of interest 
foregrounds 

+ noise 

Bias < @

(1)
(2)

Underestimation of Compton-+ signal !



Planck SZ power spectrum is miscalibrated

NILC:   
!"# $%&
!"# $%& !"

$ℓ
(( ∝ *++.&

Planck 2015 results. XXII.  A&A 2016

*+ ≃ ". .. ± ". "0
Planck SZ 1-map

Planck Collaboration: Planck 2015 results. XXII.
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Fig. 11. Angular cross-power spectra of the Planck NILC F/L (left) and MILCA F/L (right) reconstructed Compton parameter maps for di↵erent
Galactic masks corresponding to 30% (cyan), 40% (green), 50% (blue), and 60% (pink) of the sky. For comparison we also show MILCA-NILC
F/L (red) and NILC70 F/L (black) on 50% of the sky. See text for details.

To extend the measurement of the angular power spectrum
of the tSZ emission to multipoles below 30 we have considered
two options: (1) as in Planck Collaboration XXI (2014) we ap-
ply a more severe Galactic mask (30% of the sky is masked) be-
fore the computation of the NILC weights to produce the y-map
(NILC70); and (2) compute the cross-correlation of NILC and
MILCA y-maps. Considering 50% of the sky, we show in Fig. 11
the angular power spectrum of the NILC70 y-map (black) and the
cross-spectrum of the NILC first half and MILCA second half
(NILC-MILCA F/L) y-maps. We observe that the two are com-
patible within error bars in the multipole range 10 < ` < 1500.
As expected the cross spectrum NILC-MILCA F/L shows larger
error bars.

Although the NILC70 y-map seems to be the best choice in
terms of power spectrum estimation, it results in a significant
reduction of the available sky area for other kind of studies as
those presented in Sect. 4. Furthermore, it is di�cult to accu-
rately estimate the ultimate residual foreground contribution at
very large angular scales. Because of this, and to preserve the
coherence of the delivered products and the analysis presented
in this paper, we have chosen the angular cross–power spectrum
of NILC-MILCA F/L as a baseline. This is obviously a more
conservative choice in terms of noise–induced uncertainties. The
NILC-MILCA F/L angular cross–power spectrum bandpowers
and uncertainties are further discussed in Sect. 7. Using the in-
scan and cross-scan y-maps presented in Sect. 4.1 we find that
stripe contamination accounts for less than 10% of the total sig-
nal in the NILC-MILCA F/L cross angular power spectrum.
We have enlarged the error bars to account for this systematic
e↵ect.

5.2.2. High-multipole contribution

At small angular scales the measured tSZ power spectrum is af-
fected by residual foreground contamination, coming from clus-
tered CIB emission as well as radio and IR point sources. They
show up in the MILCA-NILC F/L cross–power spectrum (see
Fig. 11) as an excess of power at large multipoles.

To deal with those residuals we adopt the same strat-
egy as in Planck Collaboration XXI (2014). We define phys-
ically motivated models of the angular power spectrum of
the foreground components for each observation channel, in-
cluding cross–correlations between channels. In contrast to

Planck Collaboration XXI (2014) we also account for the cross
correlation between the clustered CIB and the tSZ emission. A
detailed description of this cross correlation, as well as of the
clustered CIB model is presented in Planck Collaboration XXIII
(2016). For the radio and IR point source models we refer to
Planck Collaboration XXI (2014).

We use the outputs of Planck Collaboration XVIII (2011)
and Planck Collaboration XXX (2014) for the clustered
CIB modelling. For the six Planck HFI frequencies considered
in this paper, the clustered CIB model consists of six auto-power
spectra and 24 cross-power spectra. For frequencies above
217 GHz, these spectra are fitted in Planck Collaboration XXX
(2014) to the measured CIB, consistently with Planck Col-
laboration XVIII (2011). The model is extrapolated at 100
and 143 GHz following Béthermin et al. (2012) and Planck Col-
laboration XVIII (2011). The uncertainties in the clustered-CIB
model are mainly due to the cross-correlation coe�cients that re-
late the cross-power spectra to the auto-power spectra. Follow-
ing Planck Collaboration XXX (2014) we consider 5% global
uncertainties on those coe�cients.

We use the Béthermin et al. (2012) model to compute the
star-forming dusty galaxy contribution. Finally, we use the
Tucci et al. (2011) model, fitted to the Planck ERCSC (Planck
Collaboration Int. VII 2013), for extragalactic radio sources. No-
tice that these models are also used for the study of the clustered
CIB with Planck (Planck Collaboration XXX 2014).

Using the models described above we generate Gaussian re-
alizations of the foreground contribution for each HFI frequency
channel between 100 and 857 GHz. Note that the LFI channels
are only used at large angular scales. We apply the MILCA or
NILC weights to these simulated maps. From these simulations
we find that the cross–correlation between the CIB and tSZ con-
tribution can be neglected to first order with respect to the others
and will therefore not be considered hereafter. Uncertainties on
the parameters describing the foreground models were also prop-
agated using simulations. We find that the clustered CIB model
uncertainties might be as large as 50% in amplitude. In addi-
tion, we notice that the amplitude of the point source models can
vary significantly depending on the point source mask applied.
These uncertainties are taken into account hereafter. The ampli-
tude of the residual foreground models are jointly fitted with the
cosmology-dependent tSZ model, as detailed in Sect. 7.1.
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Planck analysis assumes 23 ≃ " keV for all galaxy clusters
by using the non-relativistic SZ energy spectrum: !"(5)

!"(5)



Planck SZ cluster count is miscalibrated

MMF:
!" #$ % &'( !" #$ '( !" #$ % &'(

Planck 2015 results. XXIV.  A&A 2016

)* ≃ ,. .. ± ,. ,0Planck SZ catalogue
(clusters detected at

SNR 1 > 6)

Planck analysis assumes 45 ≃ , keV for all galaxy clusters
by using the non-relativistic SZ energy spectrum: 6,(8)

6,(8)



!" ↗ ⟹ % &, !" ↘ ⟹ ) ↗ ⟹ *+ℓ
)) ↗

-(/) ↗ ⟹ 12 ↗

Given the observed intensity:

3456 &, 7 = %(&, !") )(7)

Accounting for relativistic SZ effects
will increase the inferred value of 9:

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

!" ↗12

;<

!" ↗

⟹



Average temperature of galaxy clusters?

ü It is not !"#$ ≃ 0 keV for sure!

ü !"#$ ≃ 6().+,-.. keV by stacking Planck clusters detected at high significance 
Erler et al (2018)

ü !"#$ ≳ 5 keV from cluster mass-dependence of thermal SZ power spectrum
Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

See hereafter…



Compton !-parameter power spectrum

"ℓ$$ ∝ &''.)

"ℓ$$ = +
,-./

,-01
23 24
232Ω+6789

67:;
2< 2= <, 3

2< !ℓ <, 3 ?

halo mass 
function

cluster pressure 
profile

Planck 2015 results XXII

Komatsu & Seljak (2002)



Which cluster masses and temperatures 
are probed by Planck ?

101 102 103 104

multipole `
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yy `
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⇡

1 ⇥ 1011h�1M� � 1 ⇥ 1016h�1M�

1 ⇥ 1011h�1M� � 1 ⇥ 1014h�1M�

1 ⇥ 1014h�1M� � 3 ⇥ 1014h�1M�

3 ⇥ 1014h�1M� � 1 ⇥ 1016h�1M�

Remazeilles, Bolliet, 
Rotti, Chluba (2018)

Planck SZ power at ℓ ≃ 10%-10& is mostly sensitive to massive clusters with:

' ≳ 3 × 10+, ℎ.+'⨀

⟹ Planck mostly sensitive to cluster temperatures:  12 ≳ 5 keV

(temperature-mass relation: 412 ≃ 5 keV Ω9 1 + ; & + Ω< =>??
&× +@AB CDA=

⨀

%/&
)



Revisiting the Planck NILC !-map 

"#$%&'
"#$%&'"#

" ()* $%&'
" ()* $%&'"(()*)

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba
(2018)

Planck 2015 results XXII 
(2016)

()* ≃ 0 keV ()* = 5 keV



Updating the Planck !-map power spectrum

Planck "ℓ
$$ increases with average cluster temperature %&'

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

"ℓ
$$

()*
)*

≃ 0.019 0 123
4 567

≃ 18 increase 
for 19: ≃ 5 keV !<ℓ== ∝ 8??.@ ⟹



Updating the Planck !-map PDF

Planck !-map skewness increases with average cluster temperature "#$

%&

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

'()
()

≃ 0.025 / 012
3 456

≃ 18 increase 
for 09: ≃ 5 keV !!; ∝ 8=>? ⟹



What is the relevant average temperature
of galaxy clusters ?



Moment expansion of relativistic SZ
around some pivot temperature !"#

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

$%&' (, * = , -, !"# . * + 0, -, !"#
0"#

12 − 412 . * + 5(127)

9ℓ&' = , -, !"# ; .ℓ< 7 + 2 , -, !"#
0, -, !"#
0"#

[ 12 − 412 .]ℓ< .ℓ<∗ + 5 127

9ℓ
..

linear bias in 12

ü Planck’s assumption 412 = A is inappropriate: linear bias on 9ℓ&'

ü The optimal pivot temperature 412 is in fact the one that cancels out 
the linear bias:

[ 12 − 412 .]ℓ< .ℓ<∗ = A ⟹ 412 =
12.7
.7 = 9ℓ

12.,.

9ℓ
..

C;-weighted average temperature
(scale-dependent!)



Relevant average cluster temperature
for SZ power spectrum analysis
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Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti, Chluba (2018)

!"#$$(ℓ) =
"#)*
)* = +ℓ

,-$,$

+ℓ
$$

(theory)



!(#, %) = ( #, )* = +)* ,(%; )*) +
/((#, )* = +)*)

/)*
()*(%) − +)*),(%; )*) + 1(#, %)

• Weighted linear combination of frequency data (”Constrained-ILC”: Remazeilles et al 2011): 

23 %; )* =4
#

5 # ! #, % such that

23< = 5= !!= 5 minimum

4
#

5 # /( #, +)* //)* = B

4
#

5 # ( #, +)* = C

• Analytic solution: 5= =
((= DEB()/)*(

=DEB F(/)*(
=DEB()(=DEB

(/)*(
=DEB/)*()((

=DEB() F(/)*(
=DEB()G

( D ≡ !!= )   yields to:

23 %; )* = )*(%) − +)* ,(%; )*) + 5= 1

Map of cluster temperatures over the sky: )* % − +)* , %

energy spectrum 
of first component

fluctuations 
of first 

component
energy spectrum 

of second component
3 %; )*
fluctuations 

of second component

foregrounds 
+ noise

Mapping out cluster temperatures from data

Remazeilles et al, in prep.



!(#, %) = ( #, )* = +)* ,(%; )*) +
/((#, )* = +)*)

/)*
()*(%) − +)*),(%; )*) + 1(#, %)

• Weighted linear combination of frequency data (”Constrained-ILC”: Remazeilles et al 2011): 

2, %; )* =3
#

4 # ! #, % such that

;<= = 4> !!> 4 minimum

3
#

4 # /( #, +)* //)* = C

3
#

4 # ( #, +)* = D

• Analytic solution: 4> = ( /)*(
>EFD/)*() (

>EFD G((>EFD()/)*(
>EFD

(/)*(>EFD/)*()((>EFD() G(/)*(>EFD()H
( E ≡ !!> )   yields to:

2, %; )* = ,(%; )*) + 4> 1

Map of Compton-J parameter over the sky: , %

energy spectrum 
of first component

fluctuations 
of first 

component
energy spectrum 

of second component
< %; )*
fluctuations 

of second component

foregrounds 
+ noise

Mapping out cluster temperatures from data

Remazeilles et al, in prep.



Mapping out cluster temperatures from data
1. First approach:

• Cross-power spectrum between the !-map and the !"#-map:
$ℓ!"#,! = !"#, !

• Auto-power spectrum of the !-map:
$ℓ!! = ! (

• Ratio: )"#!!(ℓ) =
"#!(
!( = $ℓ

"#!,!

$ℓ
!!

2. Second approach: Analogy with lensing

• CMB lensing:
",-. ≃ "012# + 45 4"012#

Lensing field (quadratic estimator): 
65 7 = ∫9(ℓ: 7, ℓ ",-.(ℓ) ",-.(7 − ℓ)

• Suppose we have reconstructed the sum of the !- and !"#-maps:
!,-. ≃ !012# + "# !012#

Temperature field (quadratic estimator): 
6"# 7 = ∫9(ℓ< 7, ℓ !,-.(ℓ) !,-.(7 − ℓ)

Remazeilles et al, in prep.



Conclusions

• Planck’s Compton-! signal (power spectrum and cluster counts), hence "#, 
might have been underestimated by neglecting relativistic SZ effects

• Accounting for relativistic corrections to thermal SZ effect with $%& ≃ 5 keV
could alleviate the Planck tension on "# by about one-sigma

• The relevant average temperature of clusters for SZ power spectrum 
analysis is !,-weighted and scale-dependent with $%& ≃ 5-9 keV in the 
range of multipoles ℓ ≃ 10,-101 relevant to Planck

• We expect similar corrections from SZ cluster number count analysis 
Rotti et al, in prep.

• It is time to include relativistic temperature corrections in the processing of 
current and future sensitive SZ data. 

Thank you!
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Planck Collaboration: Planck 2015 results. XXII.
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Fig. 15. NILC - MILCA F/L cross-power spectrum (black) compared to
the power spectra of the physically motivated foreground models. The
foregrounds considered are: clustered CIB (green line); infrared sources
(cyan line); and radio sources (blue line). Additionally, the best-fit tSZ
power spectrum model presented in Sect. 7.1 is also plotted as a solid
red line.

used for the analysis. However, we expect the shape of the their
power spectra to remain the same. We thus allow for a variation
of the normalization amplitudes for the clustered CIB, ACIB, and
for the point sources, AIR and Arad.

We assume a Gaussian approximation for the likelihood
function. Best-fit values and uncertainties are obtained using
an adapted version of the CosmoMC algorithm (Lewis & Bridle
2002). Only �8 and ⌦m are allowed to vary. All other cosmolog-
ical parameters are fixed to their best-fit values, as obtained in
Table 2 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2014). The normalization
amplitudes, ACIB, Arad, and AIR, considered as nuisance parame-
ters, are allowed to vary between 0 and 3. For the range of mul-
tipoles considered here, the tSZ angular power spectrum varies
approximately as C` / �8

8⌦
3
m. The results are thus presented in

terms of this parameter combination.

7.2. Best-fit parameters and tSZ power spectrum

Figure 16 presents the 2D and 1D likelihood distributions for
the cosmological parameter combination �8(⌦m/0.28)3/8 and
for the foreground nuisance parameters. We present the results
obtained assuming a mass bias of 0.2 (black) and 0.4 (red). We
obtain very similar values for the nuisance parameters in both
cases. In particular the best-fit values for a mass bias of 0.2 are
ACIB = 0.29+0.34

�0.20, Arad = 0.01+0.70
�0.01, and AIR = 1.97+0.20

�0.30. How-
ever, there is a significant shift in the value of �8(⌦m/0.28)3/8 as
one would expect (Planck Collaboration XX 2014). In the case
of a mass bias of 0.2 we have �8(⌦m/0.28)3/8 = 0.80+0.01

�0.03, while
for a mass bias of 0.4 we have �8(⌦m/0.28)3/8 = 0.90+0.01

�0.03.
Notice that these values are obtained in a specific framework,
with all other cosmological parameters being fixed and a fidu-
cial fixed model used for the signals. Relaxing this framework
would likely weaken the constraints presented here, as discussed
below.

Figure 15 shows the NILC-MILCA F/L angular cross-power
spectrum before correcting (black dots) for foreground contri-
bution. We also show the best-fit foreground models: clustered
CIB (green line); and radio (blue line) and IR (cyan line) point
sources. The statistical (thick line) and total (statistical plus
foreground, thin line) are also shown. The best-fit tSZ power

Table 2. Marginalized bandpowers of the angular power spectrum of the
Planck tSZ Compton parameter map (in dimensionless (�T/T )2 units),
statistical and foreground errors, and best-fit tSZ power spectrum and
number count models (also dimensionless).

`min `max `e↵ `(` + 1)C`/2⇡ �stat �fg Best-fit

[1012y2] [1012y2] [1012y2] [1012y2]

9 12 10.0 0.00506 0.00629 0.00002 0.00726
12 16 13.5 0.00876 0.00615 0.00007 0.00984
16 21 18.0 0.01353 0.00579 0.00015 0.01320
21 27 23.5 0.02946 0.00805 0.00021 0.01737
27 35 30.5 0.02191 0.00522 0.00053 0.02274
35 46 40.0 0.02744 0.00464 0.00109 0.03008
46 60 52.5 0.04093 0.00468 0.00172 0.03981
60 78 68.5 0.04227 0.00429 0.00320 0.05236
78 102 89.5 0.06463 0.00454 0.00567 0.06901

102 133 117.0 0.10738 0.00562 0.00969 0.09102
133 173 152.5 0.12858 0.00594 0.01889 0.11956
173 224 198.0 0.15696 0.00611 0.02895 0.15598
224 292 257.5 0.21738 0.00687 0.04879 0.20306
292 380 335.5 0.28652 0.00824 0.08374 0.26347
380 494 436.5 0.36682 0.00958 0.13524 0.33848
494 642 567.5 0.42666 0.01242 0.19500 0.42930
642 835 738.0 0.53891 0.01645 0.27718 0.53577
835 1085 959.5 0.71103 0.02402 0.37576 0.65454

1085 1411 1247.5 0.82294 0.04172 0.55162 0.77885

spectrum is presented as a solid red line. We conclude that the
NILC-MILCA F/L angular cross-power spectrum is dominated
by tSZ for multipoles ` < 700, and by foreground contribution
for multipoles ` > 1200. We also note that for the best-fit model
the radio point-sources contribution seems to be negligible with
respect to the IR one. This is not a realistic result and it is most
probably explained by the strong degeneracy observed between
the radio and IR point-source amplitude (see Fig. 16).

Finally we present in Fig. 17 the NILC-MILCA F/L angu-
lar cross-power spectrum after correcting for foreground con-
tributions. Uncertainties account for statistical and systematic
errors, as well as for uncertainties in the foreground subtrac-
tion. The marginalized bandpowers and uncertainties are also
presented in Table 2. We note that foreground-induced uncer-
tainties dominate at multipoles ` > 100. Bandpowers for the
best-fit model for the angular tSZ power spectrum are also
given for comparison. We also show in Fig. 17 th tSZ power
spectrum estimates at high multipoles obtained in CMB ori-
ented analyses by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT)
and the South Pole Telescope (SPT, George et al. 2015). The
black line shows the tSZ power spectrum template (EM12,
Efstathiou & Migliaccio 2012) used in the Planck CMB cosmo-
logical analysis (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014; Planck Col-
laboration XI 2016) assuming the best-fit amplitude AtSZ and
the grey region ±2� uncertainties from Planck Collaboration XI
(2016). A direct comparison of our results to the estimates of
the SZ power spectrum amplitude by ACT, SPT and Planck Col-
laboration XI (2016) is di�cult as we need on the one hand to
account for foreground contamination in the Planck SZ data and
on the other hand to marginalise over all uncertainties on the
SZ power spectrum amplitude. Accounting for foreground un-
certainties as in Table 2 we find that �2 of the best-fit value is not
modified significantly by including the ACT and SPT data.
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Relativistic SZ vs Planck sensitivities



Relativistic SZ formulas

!"#$ %, ' = ) %, *+ ,('; *+)

• Taylor expansion around 012 = 0 keV – Itoh et al 1998 ; Challinor & Lasenby 1998:

!"#$ %, ' ≈ )8 % + ): %
;*+
<=> + )> %

;*+
<=>

>
+ … ,('; *+)

But this expansion does not converge properly for hot clusters (012 > 5 keV)
and it is known that galaxy clusters have 0B12 ≡ 012 ≃ 5 keV

• Moment expansion around 012 ≠ 0 keV from SZpack – Chluba et al 2012

Allows expansion of ) %, *+ around e.g. 0B12 = 5 keV (or any 0B12 value):

!"#$ %, ' ≈ ) %, *+ = F*+ + (*+ − F*+)
H)(%, *+ = F*+)

H*+
+ … ,('; *+)



Moment vs Itoh’s expansion: !" = 5 keV
(1&' order)

Full SZ spectrum



Moment vs Itoh’s expansion: !" = 5 keV
(1&' order)

Relativistic correction spectrum



Moment vs Itoh’s expansion: !" = 10 keV
(1&' order)

Relativistic correction spectrum



Moment vs Itoh’s expansion: !" = 10 keV
(4'( order)

Relativistic correction spectrum



Moment vs Itoh’s expansion: !" = 20 keV
(4'( order)

Relativistic correction spectrum


